IA Refresher Scheduled

FAA / FSDO-25 and PAMA Teterboro Chapter
Has scheduled its annual “IA Refresher Workshop”
for 8 Hrs. of Approved Training for Calendar Years 2019/2020

Date: Saturday
March 14th, 2020

Starting Time: 8:00 AM Sharp

Location: C&W Aero Services hangar at the Essex County Airport (CDW)

Your local FAA/FSDO-25 Office and The Teterboro Chapter of PAMA (Professional Aircraft Maintenance Association) have joined efforts once again and with the help of our Good Friends at:

**ARINCDirect | Collins Aerospace,**

We have put together a program that will cover topics of interest to both the reciprocating and turbine Mechanic / IA. There will be a Mini Trade Show through out the day and during the lunch break. This Refresher meets the requirements of FAR 65.93 (a) (4) for IA renewal annual training. There will be NO other Approved Training being held in the area by the FAA-FSDO-25.

This training is open to all Certified and Non-Certified Mechanics & Repairman
And it is Completely FREE

Any Vendors interested in having a table for the Mini Trade Show or donating Door Prizes should contact: Neil Nederfield at 973-227-5750

**Sponsorships Still Available**

Complimentary Breakfast and Lunch will be served as well as refreshments through out the day. Door Prizes will be drawn at the end of the program

Registration to attend is required. To register or for questions about your IA Workshop contact Neil Nederfield PAMA Rep. at nned@cwaero.com or 973-227-5750